Surgical exposure of lateral orbital lesions using a coronal scalp flap and lateral orbitozygomatic approach: clinical experience.
The lateral extraconal compartment is a typical localization of intra-orbital tumours. With the exception of anterior lesions, which can be reached by a transconjuntival route, most of these tumours are currently approached through the classic lateral orbitotomy originally described by Kronlein. We present here our experience in the management of lateral orbital lesions, using a coronal skin flap, followed by subfascial dissection of the temporalis muscle. The procedure was intended to overcome the potential drawbacks associated with the classic transtemporal approach. The approach was used in eleven patients harbouring bone lesions of the lateral orbital wall or intra-orbital lesion of the lateral extra-ocular compartment. The postoperative results were assessed using a simple cosmetic outcome scale, which evalutated the temporalis muscle trophism and the function of the frontotemporal branch of the facial nerve. All lesions were satisfactorily exposed. The subfascial dissection of the temporalis muscle is a key manoeuvre which, at the same time, abolishes the risk of injury to the frontotemporal branch of the facial nerve and provides a wide exposure of the lateral orbital wall. The cosmetic outcome was excellent in 9 patients and good in 2 patients. The reported technique is a convenient surgical option to approach lateral intra-orbital lesions, with a minimal cosmetic impact.